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Inside this week’s edition…
US Investment Grade: We May Never Pass This Way Again
- by Ken Jaques, p3
In what was the last issuance activity for the month/quarter/half, six diehard
borrowers tapped the market, raising a total of $3.95bln to close out what has
been, to say the least, an issuance quarter, the likes of which we will probably
never see again, unless a second outbreak of the coronavirus dictates
otherwise.

China Insight: IRS Curve Steepener is Favoured After Latest Rate Cut
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p11
In our view, PBOC in Q3 will continue to keep liquidity just reasonably ample on
the one hand, and play down market expectations of more monetary easing. At
best, we may see one more RRR cut in Q3. Against this backdrop, there is a good
chance the IRS curve will steepen over the rest of this summer.

Emerging Markets: A Look Back Over H1 & Our Views For The Next 6-Months
- by Natalie Rivett, p4-6
H1 was extremely eventful for traders and market watchers alike and one thing
we were reminded of is just how quickly the mood of the markets can shift.

Know The Flows: Funds With SRI/ESG Mandates End Second Quarter on a High
Note - by Cameron Brandt, p12
The final week of June was marked by uncertainty about the trajectory of
America’s economic recovery and the future of its relations with China. Equity and
Bond Funds with socially responsible (SRI) or environmental, social and
governance (ESG) mandates, however, enjoyed a very good week with both
groups setting new inflow records.

Euro Corp Snapshot: Bayer Biggie Helps Drive Another Bumper Week
- by Matthew Barrett, p7-8
The European corporate bond juggernaut continued last week where another
EUR20.7bn (24 tranches) of euro paper hit the tape, to follow the previous
week's EUR11.4bn total. The week's haul ranks as the fifth biggest of the year
so far and propelled the year-to-date euro IG/split-rated corporate issuance
tally up to EUR314.2bn, some 55.5% ahead of where we were at the same time
in 2019.

UK 10yr Yield – Downside Risk Whilst 0.378 Caps
- by Ed Blake, p14
Watch for renewed tests of 0.132 below which re-opens the 0.075 record low,
perhaps the psychological 0.000 barrier. Stop and reverse on a clearance of the
0.378 lower high.

The AUD Week - Bias is Neutral
- by Rachel Bex, p9-10
This week's main focus is the RBA policy meeting on Tuesday, at which an onhold decision is expected. The RBA's recent economic assessment has been less
bleak, but it remains to be seen whether a more circumspect tone is seen this
time around owing to the resurgence in Covid-19 cases globally and in Victoria.

GBP/AUD – Bulls Lie in Wait Near 200-Week MA
- by Andrew Dowdell, p15
Look to buy dips toward the 200-Week MA. Place stop below 1.7561. Set target at
1.8644.
CRB Raw Industrials – Initial Recovery to 423.11/433.89
- by Ed Blake, p16
Look for near-term gains to the 423.11/433.89 zone. A clearance confirms a more
significant recovery to 445.16/454.64. Stop and reverse on a break under 415.40.
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US Investment Grade: We May Never Pass This Way Again
By Ken Jaques
In what was the last issuance activity for the month/quarter/half, six diehard borrowers
tapped the market, raising a total of $3.95bln to close out what has been, to say the least, an
issuance quarter, the likes of which we will probably never see again, unless a second
outbreak of the coronavirus dictates otherwise.
In a valiant attempt to combat the cash-strapped situation that many companies found
themselves in caused by the pandemic-induced shutdown of the economy, corporations,
those who could, descended on the US public debt market in droves, raising an
unprecedented $723bln in the second quarter. That brought ex-SSA year-to-date issuance to
an unheard of $1.214.331bln, topping not only the average estimate for the year by
$121.831bln, but the highest estimate for the year of $1.200.000bln as well. Fun fact: 2020
high grade issuance is running 101.5% higher than last year at this time.
Along the way, many milestones were set including a quarter that produced (1) three of the
top six busiest ex-SSA issuance months on record (2) the busiest ex-SSA issuance month on
record (April/$297.775bln) (3) and needless to say, the busiest issuance quarter, and half, of
all time ($723.121bln and $1.214.331, respectively). One look at the top ten list of all-time
busiest ex-SSA issuance days shows four of those slots (4,5,6 & 8) occurring since the 26th of
March. Moving over to the same list, only this time, for busiest weeks, seven of those ten also
belong to 2020, including the top spot (week of March 30/$118.105bln).
And, I might point out, all this without a lot of help from “jumbo" offerings. Granted, we saw
22 deals of $5bln or more priced during the second quarter, though only two – Bank of
America ($25bln) and Oracle ($20bln) – were large enough to make the all-time top ten
largest deal list. However, nine of the 10 largest deals this year were priced during the second
quarter – the smallest of those being Pacific G&E's $8.95bln 6-pt offering, the largest utility
offering ever to come to market, topping the $8.5bln 7-pt offering from Southern
Company priced in 2016.
With interest rates at or near all-time lows, it's no wonder we saw more than a few deals
priced with some of the lowest coupons ever recorded. By tenor, the lowest 3yr coupon ever
recorded now belongs to Amazon's 0.40% $1bln offering, priced on June 1. The lowest 5yr
coupon ever recorded, 0.75%, belongs to Merck's $1bln offering of June 16, while the lowest
10yr coupon is now Pfizer's $1bln 0.80% notes priced on May 18. As for 30yr bonds, Eli
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Lilly's 2.25% coupon (4/24/20) now holds the 30yr low coupon record.
While Q3 is not expected to produce anything near what we saw in Q2, it certainly won't
disappoint. The "revised" average estimate for 2020 ex-SSA issuance is now $1.6trln, though
there are some who believe we could see close to $2trln raised before the year is out.
Needless to say, contingent on the extent of the severity and longevity of the coronavirus
outbreak. In any event, to start off the second half of the year it appears the Street is a bit less
optimistic about the prospects of another record breaking month.
While July's estimates are impressive relative to past Julys, they pale in comparison to the
kind of issuance we have seen over the past four months. Over the past decade, the month of
July, a notoriously slow issuance month - ranked ninth - has averaged $81.661bln in new exSSA issuance. So, one could argue that the average estimate we got of $98.7bln, is more than
respectable, until you consider the fact that we have been averaging more than twice that
amount ($203bln) over the first six months of the year. In any event, the estimates for July
range from a low of $70bln, to a high of $150bln.
While I fill most, if not all, of this space with news of the ex-SSA issuance market, I would be
remiss in not mentioning that, obviously, overall issuance (SSA-inclusive) also set numerous
records in Q2. Year-to-date, overall issuance stands at $1.440.506bln, topping all estimates for
the year, including the highest one of $1.325.000bln. Year-to-date, overall issuance is running
96.3% ahead of last year's pace. Like its ex-SSA counterpart, overall issuance has also set daily
– four of the top 10 busiest days occurred in Q2; weekly – eight of the top 10 busiest weeks
belong to 2020; monthly – five of the top 10 busiest months, including the top three spots,
have come this year. By the way, April produced an astronomical $370.175bln in overall new
issuance.
It's also worth mentioning that the COVID-19 pandemic not only spurred an overabundance of
investment grade issuance, but high yield as well. Year-to date, high yield borrowers have
raised $206.390bln, that's 58.4% more than was raised at this time last year. As a matter of
fact, June's $57.830bln in junk bond issuance set a new all-time monthly issuance record,
topping May’s $47.080bln, which topped a record ($46.680bln) that had stood for nearly
seven years.
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Emerging Markets: A Look Back Over H1 & Our Views For The
Next 6-Months
By Natalie Rivett, Senior EM Analyst

continued page 5
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Emerging Markets – cont’d
H1 was extremely eventful for traders and market watchers alike and one thing we were
reminded of is just how quickly the mood of the markets can shift.
As we headed into 2020 there was an expectation the phase one trade deal agreed between the
US and China could unlock some growth potential by easing supply chain disruptions and
restoring confidence in the world economy (outlook albeit still seen lacklustre). Yet, this cautious
optimism soon gave way to broad risk aversion as the newly emerged coronavirus took hold and
markets watched the rapid spread of infections across the globe, that by mid-March, had left the
WHO declaring a pandemic. There were also geopolitical risks to contend with as US-China
tensions flared following Beijing's move to impose a national security law on Hong Kong, while the
collapse of an alliance between OPEC and Russia sent Brent crude plunging to an 18-year low
under USD30/brl in April.
March proved to be the peak of the crisis for financial markets
By mid-late March, the MSCI Emerging Markets Index of stocks had fallen ca. 32% on the year, a
slide that was in line with the MSCI World Index that tracks developed markets. FX weakness was
also broad-based, albeit less pronounced, with the MSCI EM Currency Index shedding as much as
7% since the end of 2019, as can be seen in the dashboard.
The unprecedented wave of fiscal and monetary stimulus conducted across the globe as
policymakers sought to shore up their economies went on to raise hopes for a V-shaped global
recovery that ultimately took precedence over the lingering presence of the coronavirus. This
sparked a broad rally in riskier assets over the next 2.5-months that favoured local currency bonds
and stocks, though was not without bouts of risk aversion - largely aligned to geopolitical
concerns and the historic fall in oil prices.
In May the Bloomberg Barclays average yield for EM local currency bonds reached a record low
(at least going back to 2008) of 3.00%, a slide of 75bp from March's YTD highs, although has since
entered a phase of consolidation (see the dashboard). What was particularly evident in the EM
bond sphere in recent months was a dichotomy between local and hard currency yields.
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Indeed, at the height of this coronavirus-induced crisis the average yield for EM USDdenominated debt (per the Bloomberg Barclays EM USD Aggregate Average OAS) peaked above
7.00% at levels last seen in 2009 (see dashboard) and it was not until May, when the yield
moderated back to 5.00% and below (although still at elevated levels) that high yield EM issuers
slowly began to return to the international debt market. The inability for some EMs to sell
Eurobonds to cover government spending to fight the coronavirus pushed several nations to the
brink of default and prompted the IMF to ramp up emergency lending for the world's poorest
nations.
Meanwhile, as economies around the globe tentatively emerged from lockdowns, the rally in
stocks and EM currencies persisted and by early June, EM FX managed to trim YTD losses by half
recorded in late March, to 3.5%. During this time, most currencies tracked by Bloomberg
advanced, led by the IDR (+15%) and RUB (12%), whilst LatAm currencies CLP (+7%), COP (+7%)
and MXN (+6%) made up the top five. This, as investors seemingly reverted to a hunt for yield
amid lower volatility. The CNH (0.0%), TRY (-3%) and ARS (-7%) were among the exceptions to the
firmer bias - the Lira, despite Turkish policymakers' tightening trading restrictions and local banks
stepping up Dollar sales.
Overall though, performances from late March to early June did little to change the EM YTD
performance composition, with the likes of the MXN (-15%) and COP (-13%) still joining the BRL (20%) and ZAR (-18%) at the bottom of the pile.
With regards stocks, the MSCI EM Index had pared an even greater chunk of the March sell-off
and as a result, trimmed YTD losses to less than 10% (from 32% in late March). In Q2, the index
staged its best performance since Q3 2009. Also, it is worth pointing out that for a short while,
from late May until recently, the recovery in EM stocks managed to outpace that of developed
market peers - see the MSCI EM/World Index Ratio in the dashboard.
continued page 6
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Emerging Markets – cont’d
EM recovery running out of steam as investors reassess positions
Whilst oversold conditions in March suggested a bounce was justified for EM and wider risk
assets, it has since proved harder to sustain advances amid a lack of fresh risk-on impulses. Over
the past couple of weeks the recovery in stocks and currencies has turned choppy as markets
turned to weigh the impact of policy stimulus and the reopening of economies from lockdowns
with a new massive spike in Covid-19 cases that all of a sudden has challenged the V-shaped
recovery narrative and prompted a series of partial lockdowns in localised hotspots.
Against this backdrop, with the prospect of a Covid-19 fuelled setback increasing, it makes sense
for investors to re-evaluate and ultimately lighten risky positions.
In fact, the EPFR-tracked fund flows data would suggest that, despite the recovery in risk assets
since March, investors are still adopting a cautious stance towards Emerging Markets. As can be
seen in the dashboard, the YTD net cumulative outflows from EM equity funds (in place since
March) have continued to deepen, reaching ca. 4% in AUM terms - largely driven by outflows
from Asia ex-Japan - whilst YTD net outflows from developed market equities have stabilised.
YTD cumulative net flows for EM bond funds began the year outperforming developed market
flows, but this all changed after a sharp deterioration in March and since then, EM bond fund
flows have remained net negative to the tune of more than 7% in AUM terms.

clear the global recovery is not going to be V-shaped. This would mean a prolonged environment
of muted demand for EM exports of manufactured goods and commodities. Many EM countries
are already hampered by structural weakness and political issues.
A second damaging wave of infections cannot be ruled out and there is also uncertainty
surrounding the fate of the phase-one trade deal given tense US-China relations. This could
become a greater concern in the coming months as we head towards the US presidential
elections in early November, with Trump likely to amplify his anti-China rhetoric.
With all this in mind, it is difficult to envision EM assets returning to pre-coronavirus levels this
year and we maintain that investors may want to be more selective going forward, considering,
among other things, varying economic projections and carry gain outlooks.
As we highlighted recently, the Real is one EM currency in particular that we retain a cautious
outlook over the medium-term, with little scope seen for it to shed its title as the worst
performing major currency. This is based on a combination of factors, most notably lingering
political risks and a deep economic crisis caused by the coronavirus that should keep fiscal risks
elevated in H2. Plus, the continuation of a rather unattractive carry.

Looking ahead
H1 proved that without fundamental support the EM recovery is fragile and vulnerable to a
number of factors, notably a worsening coronavirus pandemic, a slower global economic recovery
and deteriorating US-China relations.

Other EM currencies that stand out as vulnerable are the South African Rand and Turkish Lira,
despite also already being among the worst performing currencies YTD. The former because of its
high and rising levels of government debt - and expected difficulties in achieving fiscal
consolidation amid a particularly weak economic environment - and the latter because of Turkey's
ongoing reliance on capital inflows and dwindling FX reserves that will leave the Lira notably
exposed should risk aversion flare up again.

With the Covid-19 virus still evolving and making it difficult to assess the full impact on the global
economy, we ultimately remain cautious on EM assets in H2. It is our belief there will be some
rather long-lasting effects from the pandemic and for EMs, there is generally less policy capacity
than some DMs on both monetary and fiscal fronts. Furthermore, maintaining ultra-loose
monetary policy may not be enough to support positive market sentiment anyway, if it becomes

By contrast, we see more upside potential for the Mexican Peso on the basis that - unlike a
number of EMs - Mexico did not head into the coronavirus crisis on any particularly weak fiscal
footing and still does not ring any alarm bells on this front. The MXN should also, at the very least,
maintain some support from its yield advantage in any low volatility environment. The Russian
Rouble also appears one of the more attractive among EMs for similar reasons.
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Euro Corp Snapshot: Bayer Biggie Helps Drive Another Bumper
Week
By Matthew Barrett, Senior Analyst
The European corporate bond juggernaut continued last week where another EUR20.7bn
(24 tranches) of euro paper hit the tape, to follow the previous week's EUR11.4bn total.
The week's haul ranks as the fifth biggest of the year so far and propelled the year-to-date
euro IG/split-rated corporate issuance tally up to EUR314.2bn, some 55.5% ahead of where
we were at the same time in 2019 (EUR202.02bn).

Giving last week's haul a boost were some jumbo trades from Takeda Pharmaceuticals, Fiat
Chrysler Automobiles and Bayer AG which all ranked in the top 10 largest euro corporate
transactions of 2020 so far.
It was the latter which led the way with its EUR6bn four-part that was launched to help pay
litigations relating to cancer claims linked to the Roundup weed killer product which it
inherited from its USD63bn acquisition of Monsanto in 2018, as well as other products.
Investors, enticed by some decent initial NICs in the region of 45-55bps, were keen to gain
exposure to the name despite the ongoing worries and placed EUR15.8bn (EUR17.5bn peak)
worth of orders which in turn allowed the borrower to reduce the final premiums to 1025bps.
The week's other chunky trades from rare issuers Takeda (EUR3.6bn four-part) and Fiat
Chrysler (EUR3.5bn three-part) also found investors receptive with demand at over
EUR7.95bn and EUR9.4bn respectively.
Taking a broader view and the latest batch of trades showed that demand for corporate
bonds remains strong despite ongoing Covid-19 worries globally which has seen cases
continue to rise and some lockdown exits delayed.
Combined books for the week's EUR20.7bn of paper came in at EUR53.66bn with the trades
covered by on average 2.62x – slightly lower than the previous week's average of 2.92x.

That came with ongoing central bank stimulus and hopes of a coronavirus vaccine helping to
underpin sentiment, jointly countering worries over rising infection rates. Positive sentiment
was further underpinned by Thursday's blockbuster US Non-Farm payrolls print which
showed the economy added a bigger than expected 4.8mn jobs in June.
continued page 8
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Euro Corp Snapshot – cont’d
One of those bringing up the average cover ratio last week was Italian
borrower Infrastrutture Wireless Italiane SpA whose EUR1bn 6yr could have been sold
4.25x over on Wednesday. That came in a week where peripheral debt continued to
outperform and where Portugal received record demand (EUR41bn) for its long 15-yr
syndicated transaction that was launched the same day as INWIM.

The week's average cover could have been higher but some of this week's issuers
encountered substantial price sensitivity in the book after squeezing in pricing significantly
from IPTs. Catching the eye in that regard was Vonovia which saw demand for its latest twopart issue (EUR1.5bn 6/10yr) fall to a final EUR3.05bn having peaked at EUR5.7bn after the
tranches were ramped in 40-45bps to land flat or through its existing curve.
Vonovia printed its lines with the smallest premiums last week with the average across the
deals where fair value was derived coming in at 13.53bps, which was around the same as
the prior week's 13.09bps.

Prospects
Looking ahead, with last week's issues having been substantially oversubscribed, there
remains plenty of unsatisfied demand which issuers may look to mop up.
However, given the price sensitivity noted last week, any borrowers who are looking to raise
capital ahead of the traditional summer lull will perhaps be wise not to push pricing too far.

The responsibility for keeping supply ticking over will likely fall to opportunistic issuers
though as the pipeline currently looks relatively sparse.
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The AUD Week - Bias is Neutral
By Rachel Bex, Senior FX Analyst

continued page 10
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The AUD Week – cont’d
Expected AUD/USD trading range: 0.6850-0.7030
Decent gains were achieved in AUD/USD last week as some robust global economic data
boosted risk appetite, with the pair rallying from Tuesday's low of 0.6833 to highs of
0.6983 so far today.
Overnight gains were spurred on a surge in Chinese stocks, while bullish momentum
gathered pace on news that coronavirus cases in the US rose by less than their seven day
average. US equities thus start the week on the front foot and have lifted the Aussie higher
with them.

Techs note:
• Remains entrenched within a choppy sideways range, just beneath Jun's .7063 peak
• Below .6777 (15 Jun low) can trigger a deeper setback towards support at .6680/ 200DMA (approx .6670)
• Above .7063 resumes course higher, opening 61.8% of the 2018-20 fall (.8136-.5510) at
.7133 next

Nevertheless, we still remain very much entrenched in the broader 0.6777-0.7063
parameters of trade, with a topside break proving elusive for now amid a renewed Covid19 outbreak in Melbourne. The capital of Victoria state has locked down 12 areas after
recording 127 cases overnight, its biggest daily increase.
Looking ahead, and this week's main focus is the RBA policy meeting on Tuesday, at which
an on-hold decision is expected.

The RBA's recent economic assessment has been less bleak, but it remains to be seen
whether a more circumspect tone is seen this time around owing to the resurgence in
Covid-19 cases globally and in Victoria.
We would also be keeping an eye out on the RBA's take on how the economy/jobs market
would fare when the Australian government's fiscal stimulus expires in September, while
comments on the Aussie's strength will also be eyed - an appreciation of the Aud has the
potential to hinder the economy's recovery.

Playing the range still looks favored for now, with only a break of the broader parameters
to spark a fresh direction.
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China Insight: IRS Curve Steepener is Favoured After Latest
Rate Cut
By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
PBOC announced on the night of 30 June that it will cut the re-lending and re-discount rates by
25bp, effective from 1 July, aimed at reducing funding costs for smaller firms and rural sectors.
This narrow-based monetary easing echoed CBRC chairman Guo Shuqing's and PBOC governor
Yi Gang's views in favour of a timely withdrawal of the counter-pandemic stimulus. In fact, our
observation is PBOC has been very cautious about pumping liquidity into the system via OMO
since May (chart 1).

RRR cut in Q3. Against this backdrop, there is a good chance the IRS curve will steepen over the
rest of this summer. We think the 1-year vs 5-year onshore non-deliverable IRS spread has
already bottomed out at 20-25bp area and is gearing up for a return to 40bp level (chart 3).

Though we saw some funding pressure during the last 3-4 weeks of H1, the overall liquidity
remained ample. Chart 2 shows the average reserves ratio continued to be in downtrend,
suggesting we may see a further RRR cut if liquidity turns significantly tighter again.

In our view, PBOC in Q3 will continue to keep liquidity just reasonably ample on the one hand,
and play down market expectations of more monetary easing. At best, we may see one more
Back to Index Page
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Know The Flows: Funds With SRI/ESG Mandates End Second
Quarter on a High Note
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
The final week of June was marked by uncertainty about the trajectory of America’s economic
recovery and the future of its relations with China as new daily COVID-19 cases in the US topped
50,000 on the last day of the reporting period and China unveiled its new national security law for
Hong Kong. Equity and Bond Funds with socially responsible (SRI) or environmental, social and
governance (ESG) mandates, however, enjoyed a very good week with both groups setting new
inflow records.

The transition to the third quarter was also marked by accelerating outflows from Money Market
Funds, a noticeable drop in yield hunger and concern about future inflation. A week after they
posted a new inflow record, Inflation Protected Bond Funds absorbed a further $1.6 billion while
High Yield Bond Funds saw a 13-week, $71 billion inflow streak come to an end and Money
Market Funds posted their biggest weekly outflow year-to-date as they extended their longest
run of redemptions in more than four years.

Overall, the week ending July 1 saw investors pull $1.5 billion out of Balanced Funds, $7.1 billion
from Equity Funds and $28.8 billion from Money Market Funds while Alternative Funds absorbed
a net $1.1 billion and Bond Funds $15.2 billion.

At the single country fund levels, redemptions from South Africa Bond and Malaysia Equity Funds
both hit 13-week highs, Israel Equity Funds recorded their biggest inflow in just over a year and
Korea Equity Funds posted consecutive weekly inflows for the first time since mid-March.
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UK 10yr Yield – Downside Risk Whilst 0.378 Caps
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Easing from 1.060 (19 March top) lost momentum, prompting consolidation over
0.132/0.137 (22 May/25 June lows)

•

Flat studies suggest extended ranging, however subsequent direction is dependent on
resistance at 0.378 (5 Jun high)

•

While intact, a downtrend resumption through 0.132 would expose 0.075/0.000 (record
low/psychological level)

•

Over 0.378 would negate the current downside threat, suggest a three-month base and
offer initial relief to 0.514/0.596

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Watch for renewed tests of 0.132 below which re-opens the 0.075 record low, perhaps the
psychological 0.000 barrier. Stop and reverse on a clearance of the 0.378 lower high.
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

0.596
0.514
0.429
0.378
0.263

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

0.132
0.075
0.000
-0.113
-0.219

Resistance Levels
50% retracement of 1.060/0.132 fall
25 March 2020 high, near 200DMA at 0.505 and 38.2% of 1.060/0.132 fall at 0.487
31 March 2020 high
5 June 2020 reaction high
19 June 2020 high, just above the 50DMA
Support Levels
22 May 2020 low, near 25 June 2020 low at 0.137
9 March 2020 record low
Psychological level, near .618 projection of 1.749/0.075 fall from 1.060 at 0.025
Potential downside target from recent 0.132/0.378 range
.764 projection of 1.749/0.075 fall from 1.060
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GBP/AUD – Bulls Lie in Wait Near 200-Week MA
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
• The decline from the 2.0856 peak is already looking stretched as it approaches the 200-Week
MA
• Weekly Stochastics are on the verge of crossing higher from oversold levels

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look to buy dips toward the 200-Week MA. Place stop below 1.7561. Set target at 1.8644.
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1.9535
1.9127
1.8850
1.8644
1.8452

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1.7869
1.7794
1.7561
1.7210
1.7099

Resistance Levels
4 May 2020 high
12 May 2020 high
15 May 2020 low, near the 18 May 2020 high at 1.8847
25 December 2019 low
12 June 2020 high
Support Levels
30 June 2020 low
3 September 2019 low, near the 200-Week MA (approx. 1.7800)
30 July 2019 low
3 December 2018 low
11 January 2018 low
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CRB Raw Industrials – Initial Recovery to 423.11/433.89
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Fell from 468.36 (17 January lower high) to 407.63 (2020 low - 21 April), before
consolidating between 415.40/423.11

•

Improving daily studies suggest initial scope to the 423.11-433.89 zone (20 May 2020
high/3 December 2019 low)

•

A clearance would suggest broader basing and offer additional recovery potential to
445.16/454.64

•

Failure to clear 433.47 and then a return below 415.40 would avert and leave 407.63
vulnerable to a re-test

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look for near-term gains to the 423.11/433.89 zone. A clearance confirms a more significant
recovery to 445.16/454.64. Stop and reverse on a break under 415.40.
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

454.64
445.16
437.99
433.89
423.11

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

415.40
407.63
397.31
381.26
358.08

Resistance Levels
5 March 2020 high, near 76.4% retrace of 468.36/407.63 fall at 454.03
61.8% retracement of 468.36/407.63 fall
50% retracement of 468.36/407.63 fall, near the 200DMA
3 December/8 October 2019 former lows at 433.89/433.47, near 38.2% of 468.36/407.63
20 May 2020 high, near 23.6% retrace of 468.36/407.63 fall
Support Levels
24 June 2020 low, near 28 May 2020 low at 415.70
2020 low – 21 April
2015 low – 24 November, near a 21½ month falling trendline at 398.86
21 May 2009 low
22 April 2009 low, near 28 April 2009 low at 358.95
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